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Abstract. Photothermal therapy is a noninvasive, targeted, laser-
based technique for cancer treatment. During photothermal therapy,
light energy is converted to heat by tumor-specific photoabsorbers.
The corresponding temperature rise causes localized cancer destruc-
tion. For effective treatment, however, the presence of photoabsorbers
in the tumor must be ascertained before therapy and thermal imaging
must be performed during therapy. This study investigates the feasibil-
ity of guiding photothermal therapy by using photoacoustic imaging
to detect photoabsorbers and to monitor temperature elevation. Pho-
tothermal therapy is carried out by utilizing a continuous wave laser
and metal nanocomposites broadly absorbing in the near-infrared op-
tical range. A linear array-based ultrasound imaging system is inter-
faced with a nanosecond pulsed laser to image tissue-mimicking
phantoms and ex-vivo animal tissue before and during photothermal
therapy. Before commencing therapy, photoacoustic imaging identi-
fies the presence and spatial location of nanoparticles. Thermal maps
are computed by monitoring temperature-induced changes in the
photoacoustic signal during the therapeutic procedure and are com-
pared with temperature estimates obtained from ultrasound imaging.
The results of our study suggest that photoacoustic imaging, aug-
mented by ultrasound imaging, is a viable candidate to guide
photoabsorber-enhanced photothermal therapy. © 2008 Society of Photo-
Optical Instrumentation Engineers. �DOI: 10.1117/1.2940362�

Keywords: photoacoustics; optoacoustics; thermal imaging; ultrasound; photother-
mal therapy; treatment monitoring.
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Introduction

hermal treatments of cancer are an alternative to surgery in
ases of small, poorly defined lesions or tumors embedded
ithin vital organs. The primary goal of thermal therapy is to

electively heat a small volume of cancerous cells leading to
umor necrosis while not affecting the surrounding healthy
issue. Cancers of the head and neck, sarcoma, melanoma,
ung, breast, bladder, cervix, and liver are suitable candidates
or thermal therapy, and early clinical trials show promising
esults.1,2

Photothermal therapy is a procedure that utilizes continu-
us wave lasers and photoabsorbers. Therapy can be executed
oninvasively at reasonable depths when working in the near-
nfrared �NIR� spectrum.3 Metal nanoparticles, when deliv-
red to the tumor site, efficiently absorb the laser irradiation

ddress all correspondence to Stanislav Emelianov, Biomedical Engineering De-
artment, University of Texas at Austin, 1 University Station, C0800, Austin,
exas 78751, United States of America; Tel: 5124717520; Fax: 5124710616;
-mail: emelian@mail.utexas.edu
ournal of Biomedical Optics 034024-
and transfer thermal energy to surrounding cancer cells.4,5

Furthermore, the photoabsorbers can be tuned to have plas-
mon resonance in the NIR spectrum by varying physical
dimensions,6 producing asymmetric particles,7 or using nano-
composite materials.8

The successful outcome of therapy depends on identifying
the size and spatial location of the tumor. The accumulation of
photoabsorbers at the target site must also be verified before
commencing therapy. In addition, the temperature increase
should be noninvasively monitored during the procedure.
Various imaging techniques, such as magnetic resonance im-
aging �MRI�9 and ultrasound imaging,10 have been imple-
mented to monitor temperature during photothermal therapy.

The proton resonance frequency of water is almost linearly
related to temperature.11 The resulting phase change, due to
the variation in resonant frequency, is monitored and corre-
lated to temperature in MRI thermal imaging.9,12 However, for
accurate temperature computations, an image needs to be ac-
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uired for every 2 to 3°C change in temperature, fat suppres-
ion is necessary in tissues, and excellent coregistration is
equired to avoid motion artifacts.12

Temperature change can also be estimated by measuring
he thermally induced motion of speckle using a real-time
ltrasound imaging system.10,13,14 Indeed, temperature eleva-
ions smaller than 1°C can be detected using ultrasound im-
ging with a spatial resolution similar to diagnostic
ltrasound.15 Ultrasound imaging is relatively inexpensive,
oninvasive, and can provide rapid feedback. However, in
ases of hypoechoic tumors, speckle tracking algorithms may
ot provide accurate measurements due to low acoustic con-
rast. Therefore, an alternative robust method to monitor tem-
erature is needed.

Photoacoustic imaging can be applied to measure tempera-
ure by tracking the temperature-induced changes in photoa-
oustic signal amplitude.16 Moreover, photoacoustic imaging
an detect deeply embedded tumors based on the inherent
ptical contrast between cancerous and healthy tissue.17,18 The
resence of photoabsorbers in the tumor enhances the photoa-
oustic contrast and can further aid in identifying cancerous
esions.19–21 Finally, photoacoustic imaging can be integrated
ith ultrasound imaging to perform simultaneous functional

nd morphological imaging.22,23

In this work, we report the feasibility of using photoacous-
ic imaging to detect photoabsorbers and to monitor tempera-
ure during photothermal therapy. To perform image-guided
herapy, a laboratory prototype of a photoacoustic and ultra-
ound imaging system, consisting of a pulsed laser and an
rray-based ultrasound imaging system, was interfaced with a
ontinuous wave therapeutic laser. Results from the phantoms
nd ex-vivo animal tissue samples illustrate the ability of pho-
oacoustic imaging to detect photoabsorbers and to monitor
emperature elevation during therapy. In addition, ultrasound
hermal imaging was simultaneously employed to verify the
emperature estimates computed from the photoacoustic im-
ging. Finally, a discussion on combined photoacoustic and
ltrasound imaging to plan, guide, and monitor the outcome
f the photothermal cancer therapy is provided.

Theory
hotoacoustic,24,25 or optoacoustic,26 or, generally, thermoa-
oustic imaging27 rely on the absorption of electromagnetic
nergy, such as light, and the subsequent emission of an
coustic wave. The pressure rise P of the generated acoustic
ave, when tissue is irradiated with a short laser pulse,

hereby satisfying the temporal stress confinement, can be de-
cribed by

P = � · �a · F, � =
� · c2

Cp
, �1�

here � is the Grueneisen parameter, �a is the absorption
oefficient, F is the laser fluence, � is the thermal coefficient
f volume expansion, c is the speed of sound, and Cp is the
eat capacity at constant pressure.26,28 As evident from Eq.
1�, the photoacoustic pressure amplitude is directly depen-
ent on the dimensionless Grueneisen parameter.

The volume expansion coefficient and the speed of sound
re both temperature dependent and linearly proportional to
ournal of Biomedical Optics 034024-
the temperature for water-based and fatty tissues between 10
and 55°C.29,30 Therefore, the Grueneisen parameter, and thus
the photoacoustic signal, is directly related to temperature.31

For example, the volume expansion coefficient of water
changes from 0.2·10−3�K�−1 to 0.3·10−3�K�−1, while the
speed of sound varies from 1481 to 1507 m /s when the tem-
perature increases from 20 to 30°C.29,32 Thus for water, a
51% increase in photoacoustic signal amplitude occurs for a
10°C increase in temperature; almost a 5% per degree centi-
grade change in signal amplitude. A similar change in the
photoacoustic signal is expected for tissue. For example, the
change in the speed of sound is 1.83 m / �°C·s� for bovine
liver and −7.4 m / �°C·s� for bovine fat,30 compared to
2.6 m / �°C·s� for water. Furthermore, water-bearing tissues
have a volume expansion coefficient in the range of
0.26·10−3�K�−1 to 0.37·10−3�K�−1, while lipid-bearing tis-
sues have a volume expansion coefficient in the range of
−0.87·10−3�K�−1 to −1.76·10−3�K�−1.29 Note that the oppo-
site signs of the speed of sound and the thermal expansion
coefficient will lead to a positive and negative change in the
photoacoustic signal, allowing for an even easier differentia-
tion between water-based and fatty tissues.

Therefore, photoacoustic thermal imaging can be per-
formed during therapy using the following relationship,

�T = a ·
�P

P
= a ·

��

�
, �2�

where a is a tissue-dependent constant that can be experimen-
tally determined, �P is the pressure rise when the temperature
rises by �T, and �� is the corresponding change in the Grue-
neisen parameter. Specifically, to measure the temperature,
multiple photoacoustic frames have to be acquired during the
therapy. The change in the normalized photoacoustic signal
amplitude ��P / P� was then computed and converted to tem-
perature change.

Gold nanoparticles are commonly used as photoabsorbers
in experimental investigations of photothermal therapy.4,5,9

Typically, pulsed laser irradiation is used to produce photoa-
coustic transients. However, the transients do not satisfy stress
or thermal confinement principles in individual nanoparticles,
because of the extremely small size of the photoabsorbers.33

For example, in nanoscale particles, both acoustic and thermal
relaxation times are on the order of several picoseconds long
and are well below the typical laser pulse duration time of 5 to
10 ns. After photon absorption by the nanoparticle, a near
instantaneous heat exchange occurs between the photoab-
sorber and the surrounding tissue.34 The photoabsorbers act as
local heat sources with temperature rapidly decreasing away
from the nanoparticles. Thermal expansion of the tissue, due
to this additional temperature increase, generates a photoa-
coustic response that is greater than the response from the
tissue without any additives.20

The addition of photoabsorbers effectively enhances the
local optical absorption coefficient. However, the speed of
sound and the volume expansion coefficient of the surround-
ing bulk tissue �and therefore, the Grueneisen parameter� are
responsible for the thermally induced changes in the photoa-
coustic signal �Eqs. �1� and �2��. Therefore, the temperature
dependence of the photoacoustic signal will not change in the
presence of photoabsorbers.
May/June 2008 � Vol. 13�3�2
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Materials and Methods
.1 Experimental Setup
n integrated imaging and therapy system was assembled to

cquire photoacoustic and ultrasound frames during photo-
hermal therapy. The diagram of the experimental setup is
resented in Fig. 1. A 38-mm aperture, 128 element linear
rray transducer, with element spacing of about 300 �m,
SonixRP, Ultrasonix Medical Corporation, Canada� was used
o capture ultrasound pulse-echo and photoacoustic transients.
he signals were recorded using a 40-MHz sampling rate.
he nominal center frequency of the transducer in the pulse-
cho regime was 5 MHz. An OPO pulsed laser system �Vi-
rant B, Opotek Incorporated, USA� operating at an 800-nm
avelength, with a 5-ns pulse duration and a 10-Hz repetition

ate—providing optical fluence up to 15 mJ /cm2—was inter-
aced for photoacoustic imaging of tissue samples. An
d:YAG pulsed laser �Polaris II, New Wave Research, Incor-
orated, USA� operating at a 532-nm wavelength, with a 5-ns
ulse duration and a 20-Hz repetition rate, was used in the
issue-mimicking phantom experiments. The direction of the
aser beam was orthogonal to the imaging plane, as shown in
ig. 1.

During imaging, the sample was first irradiated using a
ulsed laser, and the photoacoustic response was received on
ne element of the transducer array. The laser pulses were
epeated until signals from each transducer element were col-
ected. Immediately after the photoacoustic imaging, conven-
ional pulse-echo ultrasound imaging was performed. The re-
eived photoacoustic and ultrasound signals were then used to
econstruct corresponding images using a delay-and-sum
eamforming approach.35 Since both ultrasound and photoa-
oustic data were acquired by the same ultrasound transducer
rray, the reconstructed images were spatially coregistered.

A continuous wave diode laser �HAM, Power Technology,
ncorporated, USA�, operating at 800 nm with a maximum
ower of 1 W, was used as a light source for the photothermal
herapy. During the four-minute exposure, ultrasound and

ig. 1 Experimental setup for photoacoustic and ultrasound imaging
uring therapy.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 034024-
photoacoustic frames were recorded every 10 s. The captured
data were stored offline for temperature processing. The ex-
periments were performed at a room temperature of 25°C.

3.2 Synthesis of Photoabsorbers
Gold nanoparticles of 20-nm diam were prepared from chlo-
roauric acid by using sodium citrate as a reducing agent.36

The extinction peak of the particles, determined by UV-Vis
spectroscopy, was around 532 nm. For ex-vivo tissue studies,
90-nm diam dextran–stabilized composite nanoparticles were
designed to have a broad absorption, between 500 to 1000 nm
wavelength.37 To prepare the composite nanoparticles, iron
oxide particles were first synthesized by a coprecipitation of
Fe2+ and Fe3+ ions in alkali conditions.38 Gold shells were
then coated on the iron oxide nanoparticles by reducing the
chloroauric acid via iterative seeding and reduction
methods.39,40 The aqueous composite nanoparticles were sta-
bilized by dextran at the pH value of 5.0.

3.3 Sample Preparation
Two tissue-mimicking phantoms, measuring 50�50
�50 mm3 �W�L�H�, were prepared using polyvinyl alco-
hol �PVA�. PVA has modest optical absorption, scatters light
similar to tissues, and has been used in constructing phantoms
for optical imaging studies.41 Additionally, PVA and tissue
have a similar speed of sound.41 To fabricate phantoms, an 8%
aqueous PVA solution was poured into a mold and set to the
desired shape by applying two freeze and thaw cycles.42

Acoustic contrast was obtained by adding 1.0% �by weight�
silica particles of 40 �m diam to the PVA solution. Gold
nanoparticles �0.096-mg Au /mL solution� were embedded in
one phantom, while the second phantom did not have any
photoabsorbers added.

Ex-vivo tissue imaging and temperature monitoring studies
were performed using a fresh porcine muscle specimen. The
30�30�15-mm3 samples were immersed in water for
acoustic coupling between the ultrasound probe and the tis-
sue. 20 �L of composite nanoparticles �0.057-mg Au /mL
solution� were injected using a 23-gauge hypodermic needle,
at depths of 8 to 16 mm from the tissue surface, under ultra-
sound guidance. The needle was inserted so that it was or-
thogonal to both the ultrasound imaging plane and the laser
beam, thereby minimizing interference with the measure-
ments. The injection lasted about 12 s long, after which im-
aging and/or therapy began immediately to prevent passive
diffusion of the photoabsorbers in the tissue.

3.4 Temperature Monitoring
Prior to the remote measurements of the temperature, tissue
phantoms and animal tissue samples were calibrated to estab-
lish the relationships between temperature and the relative
change in photoacoustic signal amplitude or temperature, and
the relative time shift of ultrasound signals. The samples were
immersed in a water tank capable of maintaining a user-
defined constant temperature. A thermistor was inserted into
the center of the sample to directly and independently mea-
sure the temperature. First, a baseline ultrasound and photoa-
coustic frames were acquired. The water tank temperature was
then increased in 1°C increments from 25 to 35°C. The sys-
May/June 2008 � Vol. 13�3�3
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em was allowed to reach equilibrium at each temperature,
nd photoacoustic and ultrasound frames were recorded.

The increase in the photoacoustic signal amplitude was
alculated between successive photoacoustic frames. Before
omparing the successive photoacoustic signals, the apparent
ime shift in the photoacoustic signal due to thermally induced
peed of sound change was accounted for. A normalized
hange in the photoacoustic signal versus the temperature re-
ationship was obtained for the sample. During therapy, the
hange in the signal amplitude was calculated between suc-
essive photoacoustic frames, and the temperature rise was
omputed from the measured photoacoustic signal amplitude-
emperature relationship.

Apparent time shifts between successive ultrasound frames
ere calculated using a cross-correlation-based, motion track-

ng algorithm.43 Axial strain was then estimated by differen-
iating the time shifts along the temporal �i.e., axial� direction.
hus, a strain versus temperature dependence was obtained

or the sample. While performing the photothermal therapy
rocedure, the axial strain between successive ultrasound
rames was estimated, and the previously measured strain-
emperature relationship was used to compute
emperature.10,44

Signal-to-noise ratio �SNR� and contrast-to-noise ratio
CNR� were used to quantify the quality of the photoacoustic
nd ultrasound thermal images. The SNR was calculated us-
ng the following expression:

SNR = 20 · log10��

�
� , �3�

here � represents the mean value of the measured signal in
1�1-mm region �i.e., either strain in the ultrasound image,
r the normalized amplitude change in the photoacoustic im-
ge, respectively�, and � represents the standard deviation of
he corresponding signal. The CNR was estimated using

CNR = 20 · log10� ��in − �out�
��in + �out�/2

� , �4�

here the numerator is the measure of the contrast in either
he strain or the photoacoustic signals �in a 1�1-mm region
nside the tumor �in, and in the background �out�, while �in
nd �out denote the standard deviation in these regions �i.e.,
he average standard deviation�.

ig. 2 �a� Ultrasound image of tissue sample injected with photoabso
nhanced optical contrast. �d� Combined ultrasound and photoacous
ournal of Biomedical Optics 034024-
4 Results
4.1 Detection of Photoabsorbers
The ultrasound and photoacoustic images in Fig. 2 represent a
20�20-mm field of view of a porcine muscle tissue before
and after the injection of composite nanoparticles.

The injected photoabsorbers are not visible in the ultra-
sound image �Fig. 2�a��. Photoacoustic images before �Fig.
2�b�� and after �Fig. 2�c�� the injection show the photoacoustic
signal change due to the local injection of the photoabsorbers.
The overlaid ultrasound and photoacoustic image demon-
strates the complementary characteristic of each imaging
technique – the structure of the tissue displayed in the ultra-
sound image and differences in the optical contrast, artificially
enhanced by photoabsorbers, illustrated in the photoacoustic
image. Additionally, since photoacoustic imaging was per-
formed at 800 nm, i.e., in the NIR spectrum, the signal from
the porcine tissue is relatively small. Photoacoustic transients
from the tissue at or near the injection site �area between
arrows in Fig. 2�d�� before and after the photoabsorber injec-
tion, are compared in Fig. 3. Overall, the two signals are not
very different, except at the injection site, where there is a
noticeable increase of the photoacoustic signal.

4.2 Temperature Calibration
Images in Fig. 4 show the ultrasound and photoacoustic im-
ages of the porcine tissue at the initial temperature of 25°C.
During the measurements, the tissue sample was completely

hotoacoustic images �b� before and �c� after the injection shows the
ge after injection. All images cover a 20�20-mm field of view.

Fig. 3 Photoacoustic RF signals from the injection site between the
arrows in Fig. 2�d�.
rbers. P
tic ima
May/June 2008 � Vol. 13�3�4
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mmersed in the water tank. Beamformed photoacoustic sig-
als collected at different time/temperatures from the region,
enoted by the arrows in Fig. 4�b�, are plotted in Fig. 4�c�.
here is a steady monotonic increase in the photoacoustic
ignal intensity as the temperature increases. Overall, a 42%
ncrease in photoacoustic signal intensity �Fig. 5� was ob-
erved for a 9°C change in temperature.

Along with amplitude change, the photoacoustic signal
Fig. 4�c�� shifts and appears closer to the transducer as the
emperature increases. This time shift is due to the thermally
nduced speed of sound change. The change in the speed of
ound with temperature was used in the ultrasound-based
hermal imaging, where the apparent time shifts of the ultra-
ound pulse-echo signals were measured to assess tempera-
ure. Compared to the photoacoustic signal change, the mea-
ured strain �Fig. 5� in the ultrasound calibration was less than
% for the same temperature rise. Therefore, photoacoustic
hermal imaging has a greater change in the measured signal
hen compared to the ultrasound imaging. Furthermore, the
NR was calculated at each incremental temperature for both

hermal images. The average SNR for the ultrasound-based
train images was 45.56 dB, while the average for normalized
hotoacoustic images was 59.97 dB. The average standard
eviation for the ultrasound signal change was 0.003%, which
orresponds to a temperature resolution of 0.05°C. The aver-
ge standard deviation for the photoacoustic signal change
as 1%, which led to a temperature resolution of 0.16°C.

ig. 4 �a� Ultrasound and �b� photoacoustic image of a porcine mus
hotoacoustic A-lines plotted for increasing temperature demonstra
etween the arrows is plotted covering a 10-mm axial distance.

ig. 5 Comparison of photoacoustic signal increase and ultrasound
train change for the same temperature rise. The error bars represent
he standard deviations obtained from ten measurements.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 034024-
However, temperature resolution of photoacoustic thermal im-
aging can be improved by monitoring the energy of each laser
pulse. Indeed, the temperature resolution of the photoacoustic
imaging was largely determined by the pulse-to-pulse stability
of the laser source. Furthermore, temperature resolution can
be increased by averaging several laser pulses.

To examine the effect of the photoabsorbers on the tem-
perature dependence of the photoacoustic amplitude, the tem-
perature calibration procedure was performed on two similar
PVA phantoms. The first phantom did not contain any nano-
particles and was used as a control, while the second phantom
had gold nanoparticles added. Photoacoustic imaging was per-
formed at 532 nm to match the absorption resonance of the
photoabsorbers. The normalized change in the photoacoustic
signal �Fig. 6�, for a 9°C increase in temperature, was nearly
identical in both phantoms, demonstrating that gold nanopar-
ticles have no effect on the slope of the measured change in
signal. However, the addition of photoabsorbers increases the
measured photoacoustic signal �Fig. 3�, as observed in the
tissue experiments. Thus, as expected, the average SNR in the
nanoparticle-embedded phantom, 72.58 dB, was higher than
the average SNR in the plain phantom, 49.01 dB.

4.3 Therapy Guidance
Experimental photothermal therapy was carried out for four
minutes on fresh porcine muscle tissue to evaluate ultrasound
and photoacoustic thermal imaging. The initial ultrasound and

ue covering a 15�15-mm field of view. �c� Successive beamformed
th amplitude increase and temporal shift. Note that �b� the region

Fig. 6 Photoacoustic signal change for a 9°C temperature increase in
phantoms with and without photoabsorbing nanoparticles.
cle tiss
ted bo
May/June 2008 � Vol. 13�3�5
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hotoacoustic images are displayed in Figs. 7�a� and 7�b�,
overing a 20�20-mm region. The site of the photoabsorber
njection is indicated by the dashed circle in the ultrasound
mage, which also corresponds to the location of the strong
hotoacoustic response.

The normalized photoacoustic and strain images obtained
uring the therapeutic procedure were converted to tempera-
ure maps using the relationship between the temperature and
ither the photoacoustic pressure, or the relative time shift
Fig. 5�, respectively. Before estimating temperature, the time
hift that occurs with the photoacoustic signals, due to speed
f sound, was compensated for. The photoacoustic thermal
mages �Figs. 7�c�–7�f�� and ultrasound thermal images �Figs.
�g�–7�j��, which were computed after 60, 120, 180, and

ig. 7 Photothermal therapy experiment performed on porcine tissue
mages. The injection site is marked by a dashed circle in the ultrasoun
j� ultrasound-based thermal images after 60, 120, 180, and 240 s of

ig. 8 �a� Comparison of photoacoustic and ultrasound temperature m
oise ratio �CNR� measurements indicate that the CNR increases with
ournal of Biomedical Optics 034024-
240 s of therapeutic laser radiation, show the progressive in-
crease in temperature. After four minutes of therapy, the re-
gion with injected photoabsorbers reached a temperature el-
evation of slightly less than 10°C, while the surrounding
region had a temperature rise of less than 2°C. The therapeu-
tic region is spatially and temporally coregistered in both ul-
trasound and photoacoustic thermal images.

The temperature elevation obtained by photoacoustic and
ultrasound thermal imaging was compared in a 1�1-mm re-
gion, approximately centered in the therapeutic zone. The
temperature rise computed by both methods was highly cor-
related �Fig. 8�a�� throughout the procedure. The maximum
temperature difference between the two imaging techniques

njected photoabsorbers. �a� Initial ultrasound and �b� photoacoustic
e. �c� through �f� Photoacoustic-based thermal images and �g� through
y. All images cover a 20�20-mm field of view.

ments in a 1�1-mm region inside the therapy zone. �b� Contrast-to-
rature for both thermal imaging techniques.
with i
d imag
therap
easure
tempe
May/June 2008 � Vol. 13�3�6
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as less than 0.5°C, while the mean absolute temperature
ifference over the four minute procedure was 0.26°C. How-
ver, the photoacoustic thermal imaging had a higher CNR
ompared to the ultrasound imaging �Fig. 8�b��. The CNR for
oth techniques increased as the temperature increased. In-
eed, a higher temperature in the therapy region leads to a
reater photoacoustic signal as well as higher strain. Overall,
he results indicate temperature monitoring during an experi-

ental photothermal therapy procedure can be performed
y both photoacoustic and ultrasound thermal imaging
imultaneously.

Discussion
hotothermal therapy can be carried out on phantom tumors
t a depth of a few centimeters by selecting laser irradiation in
he NIR spectrum and appropriately matched photoabsorbers.

hen injected into the blood stream, nanoparticles smaller
han 400 nm extravasate and accumulate in the tumor due to
he enhanced permeability and retention effect.45,46 In addi-
ion, the photoabsorbers can be bioconjugated with antibodies
o make them tumor specific.47 However, therapy cannot com-

ence until a sufficient concentration of photoabsorbers have
ccumulated in the tumor for efficient heat generation. Ultra-
ound imaging can be used to identify tissue inhomogeneities
nd abnormalities. The presence and location of the photoab-
orbers were identified by performing photoacoustic imaging
Fig. 2� before the therapeutic procedure. Additionally, the
trength of the photoacoustic signal will increase as the con-
entration of photoabsorbers rise and further aid in tumor
etection.19,20

In our photothermal therapy experiments, laser irradiation
as delivered from the left side of the specimen �Fig. 1�. In

linical settings, a more practical configuration is preferable
ith both light delivery and an acoustic transducer positioned
n the same side. For example, optical fibers placed along the
ides of the transducer can be used for delivering radiant en-
rgy to the tissue.48

In the photoacoustic thermal imaging �Figs. 7�c�–7�f�� per-
ormed on the porcine tissue during photothermal therapy, the
easured temperature elevation was comparable with the es-

imates obtained from ultrasound-based methods �Fig. 8�a��.
owever, in the presence of the photoabsorbers, the photoa-

oustic thermal imaging has a higher SNR �Figs. 5 and 6�
hen compared to ultrasound.

Temperature distribution during photothermal therapy is a
esult of both heat generation, due to the absorption of laser
nergy, and heat diffusion. Indeed, heat diffusion will result in

gradual temperature increase outside of the therapeutic
one.49 Since photoacoustic imaging is performed using NIR
avelengths for deeper penetration,3 the photoacoustic re-

ponse from the surrounding tissue without photoabsorbers
ay not have a sufficient SNR for reliable measurements of

he temperature change. Therefore, a combination of the two
hermal imaging techniques, ultrasound and photoacoustics,
an be used to monitor the temperature, with a high SNR
hroughout the tissue, during the therapeutic procedure. Be-
ause photoacoustic imaging has a higher sensitivity, it may
e utilized in the photoabsorber-embedded tumor, while ultra-
ound imaging can be used in both the tumor and the sur-
ounding healthy tissue, albeit with lower sensitivity.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 034024-
For remote temperature assessment, phantoms and porcine
tissue were calibrated prior to thermal imaging experiments
�Fig. 5�. Real-time temperature mapping, using either ultra-
sound or photoacoustic imaging, will require tissue-specific
look-up tables to convert the temperature-induced change in
signal to the absolute temperature. In ultrasound thermal im-
aging, temperature may be measured using a generalized and
known a-priori tissue-specific calibration.14 Photoacoustic
thermal imaging is based on temperature-induced changes in
the speed of sound30 and the volume expansion coefficient.29

Thus, a similar database can be obtained to directly calculate
the temperature from change of photoacoustic signal ampli-
tude without a calibration procedure.

The calibration was performed at temperatures within the
25 to 35°C range. These curves, however, are valid at physi-
ological temperatures, because the speed of sound and the
volume expansion coefficient both nearly have a linear rela-
tionship with temperature at a range of 10 to 55°C.29,30 Tu-
mor damage by laser therapy typically commences at 41°C
for a treatment time lasting tens of minutes, with higher tem-
peratures leading to reduced treatment times.50 For tempera-
tures of 55°C and higher, the tissue state changes due to
vascular stasis, protein denaturization, cellular coagulation,
and tissue necrosis.51 Under such circumstances, temperature
estimation may fail to provide accurate results. However, the
breakdown of ultrasound or photoacoustic temperature moni-
toring may be used as an indication of thermal damage, and
therefore, possibly confirm the success of treatment.

6 Conclusion
The results of our study suggest that photoacoustic imaging is
a candidate approach to guide and monitor photothermal
therapy. Photoacoustic imaging is used to identify the pres-
ence of photoabsorbers before therapy and to monitor tem-
perature rise during therapy. Furthermore, ex-vivo tissue stud-
ies indicate that photoacoustic and ultrasound thermal
imaging can be used together to compute temperature change
during photothermal therapy with high sensitivity and a SNR
throughout the imaging volume.
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